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The Edward Henry Kraus Building was designed and constructed by Albert Kahn in 1914 for the Natural Sciences program at the University
of Michigan. The original building is a four-story, 183,000 square foot roughly "square" footprint with open interior courtyard. It is framed with
one-way concrete joists, beams and slabs reinforced with Albert Kahn's patented "trussed joist" system formed with terra cotta tiles.
Prevalent in the Midwest during this time period, the details and reinforcement of this type of construction were typically addressed by the
craftsman contractors building the project. Therefore, existing drawings indicating the existing reinforcement, live load capacity, and detailing
were not available. In addition, during the design phases, the building was off limits to the design team for survey given the critical nature of
ongoing research within it.
The University charged Ballinger with creating a "transformation" for the building to serve as the new home for the rapidly growing School of
Kinesiology. Through an extensive pre-design and schematic design process Ballinger shaped a strategy for the re-use of this 100-year-old
landmark building in the heart of the campus. The resulting design strategy involved a gut renovation of the structure combined with an infill
of the courtyard for larger and unique spaces, which included a one-story penthouse addition to house the new building infrastructure. The
interior design is organized around a major commons space that brings daylight indoors, while providing a central gathering space for
students and faculty.
Various structural modifications were required as part of the new design which triggered an upgrade of the building's gravity and lateral
systems in accordance with the IEBC. These included the addition of the wind area and seismic mass of the new penthouse level, the
removal and transfer of existing columns within the building footprint to allow for large unobstructed classrooms, the addition of multiple new
shaft and elevator openings through the existing concrete joist framing, and the addition of snow drift on the existing roof due to the new,
higher penthouse addition within the former courtyard footprint.
The central courtyard infill provided the ideal location for a new lateral system core designed to today's code standards. A core "ring" of
concrete shear walls was integrated into the architectural design of the commons space to support new large classroom spaces. The new
slab infills at each commons level in the existing courtyard were tied via reinforcing bar to the existing perimeter courtyard beams to transfer
the existing building's diaphragm loads to the new shear wall core. The shear walls were then designed to resist the lateral forces of the
entire building, including the new courtyard addition. Featured as a key architectural design element in the new commons space, the shear
wall core concrete was placed with formwork liners on the face to be exposed in the commons area. The shear walls ranges from 10"-16"
thick, with an additional 4" non-structural layer placed monolithically with the structural thickness to accommodate the custom formwork liner
depth. Given the intricacy and sharpness of the formliner detail and edges, a self-consolidating concrete mix design with a slump of 28" was
used. Because horizontal construction joints were not visually acceptable, the formwork for these walls were designed to support the
pressure of a full story of highly liquid concrete. Form tie layouts were coordinated between Ballinger and the formwork engineer. Ballinger
also coordinated, analyzed, and reinforced the various locations of door and MEP distribution openings through the shear walls to serve the
space within the core. Finally, Ballinger coordinated the mix design requirements with the mix designer to prevent the heat of hydration of
the mass concrete placement from melting the plastic formliner.
At the second floor, four existing concrete columns were to be demolished to accommodate an open plan for classrooms. New W12
columns were anchored to two sides of the columns above to transfer the load, and were supported by new 22’-8” long W24 transfer beams
in the ceiling of the second floor. These transfer beams were supported by another set of W12 columns installed from the second floor
ceiling to the foundation. The existing column footings were enlarged to support the new transfer posts and associated loads. These
transfer beams provided complexity not only during design, but also during construction. The new beams and columns needed to be
threaded through the existing structure, with the intent to minimize the required openings in the existing joist slab. Splices were proposed by
the steel fabricator and installer, and thoroughly reviewed during the fabrication process.
To maximize daylight into the central commons, a 100’x50’ opening was provided in the new penthouse roof framing to support a pneumatic
ETFE cushion system skylight. The framing was designed and detailed to accommodate the horizontal and vertical deflections of the
skylight base structure. To increase the available footprint area for daylight, four of the new steel infill columns were sloped 30° from the
penthouse floor to the roof.
Additional unique challenges on this project include:
1.Existing Terra Cotta Tile Formwork: The existing tile formwork is required as part of the fire-rated assembly for the new construction.
Although it is not preferred to suspend new building services from terra cotta given its brittle nature, the volume of terra cotta demolition and
spray fireproofing of the concrete remaining above was bid by the contractors as extremely costly. We engaged Hilti to conduct pull tests on
the tile in the field to establish an appropriate allowable hanger load as well as the installation technique, tools, and torque to be used with
the toggle anchor. A significant savings to the owner was realized after this testing, with only the fire protection service and major piping 4"
and greater requiring anchorage directly to structural concrete.
2. Snow Drift: The footprint of the courtyard infill extended up an additional story to provide a mechanical penthouse. This additional height
of structure created a new snow drift condition on the existing roof. Upon analysis of the existing roof structure based on rebar GPR
scanning and field cores and compressive strength tests indicating only 1800-2000 psf concrete at the roof level, we determined that the
existing roof structure was incapable of supporting the increased loading. A steel-framed roof deck platform was constructed just above the
existing roof level, spanning 25' between the existing columns.
3.Monumental Stair: Multiple new stairs were required for circulation around the new commons, with geometries to match the new curving
commons "ribbon" walls. To retain control of the architectural design intent, Ballinger did not delegate the design of these stairs to the stair
contractor. Stair #5 required a new 34’x22’ opening within the existing joist structure, as well as design of the 32’ stringers which required
new steel beams and posts connected to the existing structure. With the demolition of the floor at the intermediate levels to create the
double-high space, the existing exterior wall was braced by and tied to a new wind load girt. Stair #6 required the design and detailing of two
cantilevered angled stringer runs and a curved landing, supported from the new infill steel structure. Stair #7 required the design and
detailing of 32’ stringers supported off of the new infill steel structure.
The building opened to rave reviews and in-person learning in November 2020. Since an in-person ribbon cutting was not possible, the
University celebrated with a series of YouTube videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shPmoebT79M
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